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There are 3 Guardians and as the name of the game and the pretty graphics suggest there is something mystical
about them, and as they are guardian of the village of Green Hill, and their village is besieged by enemies, it is up
to you to free it and the people therein. There are 29 locations, all of them identified by an image and a sign, and

28 of those locations are actually located on the village map. All the quests you need to go through are described in
a rather informative help section where you find all needed information about the stories, the characters and the
puzzles. Sadly, Mystery of the Ancients doesnt set itself apart from other adventure games too much, and feels a

little too like some of the Lucasarts adventures of the same era. However, the charm of Green Hill and the sense of
discovery it offers are enough to make this one of the best adventure games of 2013. Mystery of the Ancients:

Three Guardians is a bit of a mixed bag. At times its the highlight of the year, then at others its just no good. Much
of the problem stems from the fact that it attempts to be too much of everything, and from somewhat lackluster
writing. But its a fun game, so if youre a fan of such things, then three guardians could be a game for you. This

game contains barely any of the types of hidden objects games I dislike. You wont need to look for a few hundred
objects in each scene, but you wont have to search through hundreds of rooms, either. Its a game of logical
thinking and deduction, which works well as its not too wordy and is well-paced. Some of the mini-games are
puzzling and make the most of their interactions, but not all of them are. Green Hill is a fun introduction to

adventure games, so those who like great and challenging adventure games will like Mystery of the Ancients: Three
Guardians.
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uncover the secrets of green hill in mystery of the ancients: three guardians! after receiving a frantic call out of
your niece, you arrive in green hill to find that things have actually gone to the birds. a flock of mysterious crows
has been terrorizing the city, attacking residents and causing them to vanish in their tracks. but theyre just the
hired help. a strange man in a feathered cloak has a vendetta against your niece's boyfriend, and he'll stop at

nothing to clear his path to revenge. can you uncover the secrets behind his feathered fury and rescue green hill
before it's too late find out in this gorgeous hidden object puzzle adventure game! uncover the secrets and

techniques of green hill in mystery of the ancients: three guardians! after receiving a frantic name out of your
niece, you arrive in green hill to find that issues have actually gone to the birds. a flock of mysterious crows has

been terrorizing the city, attacking residents and inflicting them to fade of their tracks. but theyre simply the
employed assist. an odd man in a feathered cloak has a vendetta towards your nieces boyfriend, and he'll stop at
nothing to clear his path to revenge. can you uncover the secrets and techniques behind his feathered fury and

rescue green hill earlier than its too late find out on this attractive hidden object puzzle adventure sport! uncover
the secrets and techniques of green hill in mystery of the ancients: three guardians! after receiving a frantic name
out of your niece, you arrive in green hill to find that issues have actually gone to the birds. a flock of mysterious

crows has been terrorizing the city, attacking residents and causing them to vanish in their tracks. but theyre
simply the employed assist. an odd man in a feathered cloak has a vendetta towards your nieces boyfriend, and

he'll stop at nothing to clear his path to revenge. can you uncover the secrets and techniques behind his feathered
fury and rescue green hill earlier than its too late find out in this gorgeous hidden object puzzle adventure game!
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